Surface energy and surface chemical bonds of the plasma treated Si incorporated diamond-like carbon films (Si-DLC) were investigated. The Si-DLC films were prepared by r.f. plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition using benzene and diluted silane (SiH 4 /H 2 = 10:90) as the precursor gases. The Si-DLC films were subjected to plasma treatment using various gases like N 2 , O 2 , H 2 and CF 4 . The plasma treated Si-DLC films showed a wide range of water contact angles from 13.4°to 92.1°. The surface energies of the plasma treated Si-DLC films revealed a high polar component for O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films and a low polar component for CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC films. The CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC films indicated the minimum surface energy. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed that the polarizability of the bonds present on the surface explains the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of the plasma treated Si-DLC films. We also suggest that the O 2 plasma treated surface can provide an excellent hemocompatible surface from the estimated interfacial energy between the plasma treated Si-DLC surface and human blood.
Introduction
Surface energy of a material plays an important role in controlling its properties and applications. Depending on situations, hydrophilicity of a material surface is desired for various coatings, adhesives and paints while surface hydrophobicity is required for ship hulls, contact lens, antisticking layers for lithographic application, self cleaning and water repellant surfaces. Surface properties of diamond-like carbon film have also drawn much attention due to its variety of applications ranging from machining tools, plastic mold to orthopedic implants [1] . Surface modified DLC coatings were found to improve the biocompatibility, lubricity and stability, which are significant in mechanical, biomedical and electronic applications [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Surface modification of DLC coatings have been done by doping with suitable elements [9] [10] [11] [12] , ion implantation [13] and plasma or ion beam processing [14] . Because of chemically active species in the plasma and the ease of the processing, the plasma treatment is the most widely used to modify the surface.
In this report the effect of plasma treatment on the surface energy of Si incorporated DLC (Si-DLC) films were investigated. It was reported that the Si incorporation into amorphous carbon network has advantages of reduced residual compressive stress [12] , reduced humidity dependence of the tribological behavior [15] , better corrosion resistance [16] and improved mechanical stability in aqueous environment [17] . It is thus believed that Si-DLC film is a strong candidate for various protective surface coatings including biomedical implants [18, 19] . However, a systematic investigation on the surface modification of Si-DLC film is yet to be found. The Si-DLC films were treated with plasma of various gases like N 2 , O 2 , H 2 and CF 4 for surface modification, which were subjected to wetting angle measurement and XPS analysis. The plasma treatment changed the surface energy in wide range depending on the treatment gas. Atomic bond structure and composition were investigated in depth to observe the correlation with the surface energy. The prospects of these surface modified Si-DLC films for hemocompatible applications are also discussed by estimating the interfacial energy between the modified surface and human blood.
Experimental

Film preparation
The Si-DLC films were prepared by 13 placed on water cooled cathode where the r.f. power was delivered through impedance matching network. The precursor gases used in the deposition process were benzene and diluted silane (SiH 4 /H 2 = 10:90). Prior to deposition, the substrates were sputter cleaned with Ar plasma for 15 min at the bias voltage of −400 V and the pressure of 0.49 Pa. An initial interlayer of a-Si:H was deposited on the substrates for better adhesion of the Si-DLC films. The Si-DLC films were then deposited at the bias voltage of − 400 V and the deposition pressure of 1.33 Pa. The film thickness was (0.55 ± 0.01) μm as measured by an alpha step profilometer. The Si concentration in the films was 2 at.% as measured by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). The structure and properties of the Si-DLC film were reported previously [12] . The surface modification of the Si-DLC films was made by exposing the coated specimen to plasma of various gases like N 2 , O 2 , H 2 and CF 4 . The plasma treatment of the Si-DLC films was performed for 10 min at a bias voltage of− 400 V and the pressure 1.33 Pa. The film thicknesses were not varied significantly by the plasma treatments except the case of O 2 plasma. The Si-DLC film was considerably etched by the O 2 plasma, where the film thickness decreased to 0.31 μm.
Surface energy measurement
Owens method was used to determine the surface energy of the samples [20] . Wetting of a solid surface by a liquid is given by Young equation:
where θ is the contact angle between the solid and liquid, γ lv , γ sv are the free energies of the liquid and solid against their saturated vapor, γ sl is the free energy of the interface between solid and liquid and π e is the equilibrium pressure of adsorbed vapor of the liquid on solid. One can assume π e = 0 in most cases. The surface or interfacial free energy can be resolved into dispersive and polar components:
where the superscripts d and p refer to the dispersive and polar components respectively. Expressing the Young equation as
and applying Eq. (2), we obtain
The dispersive component of the interfacial tension between solid and liquid is given by the Good-Girifalco-Fowkes combining rule [21, 22] :
If the polar component of the interfacial tension is expressed in a similar way to that of the dispersive component as shown by van Oss et al. [23] ,
By inserting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), the following expression can be derived from the Young equation:
which can be written as:
where
By measuring the θ of two different liquids with known values of γ lv d and γ lv p , one can obtain the γ sv d and γ sv p values of a solid surface by solving the simultaneous equations. In the present work, deionised water and formamide were used [20] . The contact angles of the films were measured by a contact angle goniometer (Rame-Hart. Inc.). An average of 10 measurements was taken to determine the contact angle value.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements
XPS measurements were performed by Physical Electronics PHI 5800 ESCA system. Al Kα at 1486.6 eV was used as the X-Ray source, while the anode is maintained at 250 W, 10 kV and 27 mA. The peak position calibrations were done by taking C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. The vacuum in the XPS chamber were less than 2 × 10 − 8 Pa, and the spot size of the beam was 400 μm × 400 μm. The curve fittings were carried out with a mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian function. The surface elemental (ith element) compositions were calculated from the peak areas (A i ) of individual peaks and using their corresponding atomic sensitivity factor (f i ) [24] . Uncertainty of the quantitative value of the composition was estimated to be 0.5 at.%.
Results and discussion
Surface energy and wettability
The water contact angles of the plasma treated Si-DLC films varied over a wide range from 13.4°to 92.1°as shown in Fig. 1 . A hydrophobic surface was obtained in case of CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC films while a hydrophilic surface was observed for O 2 plasma treated films. Fig. 2 shows the dispersive and polar components of surface energies of the films determined by Eq. (7). The Si substrates revealed a higher polar component in their surface energies, presumably due to the native silicon oxide layer on the surface. Si-DLC coating slightly increased the dispersive component but significantly decreased the polar component. Plasma surface treatment of the coating didn't change the dispersive component in a considerable scale except the O 2 plasma treatment. However, polar component was strongly dependent on the treatment condition. The polar component decreased considerably by CF 4 plasma treatment. It was observed that the surface properties after the H 2 plasma treatment are essentially the same as that of as deposited Si-DLC film. In contrast, N 2 plasma treatment increased the polar component. The most significant change occurred when treated by O 2 plasma. The polar component becomes approximately 5 times larger than that of as deposited Si-DLC film, while the dispersive components decreased to half of the untreated value. A clear correlation was also observed between the polar component in the surface energy and their wettability of water as can be seen in Fig. 3 . The water contact angle monotonically decreased as the polar component in the surface energy increased. Electric dipole of water molecule would be attracted by the polar component, which reduces the interfacial energy between the surface and water and thus the wetting angle of water.
X-ray photoelecron spectroscopy (XPS) studies
XPS was used to determine the chemical bonds present on the surfaces of Si-DLC and plasma treated Si-DLC films. Figs. 4 and 5 respectively showed the XPS spectra of as deposited Si-DLC and plasma treated Si-DLC films in the C 1s, Si 2p and selected F 1s, N 1s and O 1s binding energy region. A small amount of oxygen was observed in all the films due to exposure of the samples in ambient air before XPS measurement. The surface composition of the Si-DLC and plasma treated Si-DLC films as determined from XPS analysis are shown in Table 1 . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) showed the deconvoluted XPS spectra of Si-DLC films in the C 1s and Si 2p binding energy region respectively. The C 1s spectrum denoted the presence of a large peak for sp 2 C _ C bond at 284.4 eVand a small one at 285.1 eV for sp 3 C-C bond on the surface. These binding energy values are similar with those reported in Ref. [25, 26] . It indicates that the surfaces of Si-DLC films are rich in sp 2 bonded carbon. Another peak at 292.7 eV was attributed to π-excitation, which appears in all carbon compounds having double bonds [27] [28] [29] . The Si 2p spectrum was deconvoluted into five components with a strong peak for Si-C (Si 1+) bond at 100.7 eV and two small peaks for Si 2 O 3 (Si 3+) and SiO 2 (Si 4+) type of binding at 102.3 eV and 103.4 eV respectively (the number in bracket denotes the oxidation state of Si). Other small peaks at 104.5 eV and 107 eV could not be identified. The binding energies of Si-C and SiO 2 are in agreement with those found in Ref. [30] [31] [32] . The peak at 102.3 eV was attributed to an intermediate oxidation state of Si, Si 2 O 3 (Si 3+) as observed by Atanassova et al. [32] . The Si 2p spectrum denotes that the incorporated Si in a-C:H films are mainly bonded with carbon network. The elemental composition of Table 1 revealed that Si was present on the surface in 2.0 at.%. H 2 plasma treatment didn't change the XPS spectra in a considerable scale. However, the surface structure of the Si-DLC films undergoes significant changes with CF 4 plasma treatment. Fig. 5(a) , (b) and (c) respectively showed the C 1s, Si 2p and F 1s XPS spectra of the CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC film. The C 1s spectrum was deconvoluted into five components at 284.4, 285.2, 287.5, 289.5, 290.8 and 293.5 eV. These peak positions can be assigned to the binding energy of C _ C, C-C, C-CF, CF-CF n , CF 2 and CF 3 bonded network respectively. The binding energies of these peaks are in agreement with those reported for fluorinated amorphous carbon films [33] [34] [35] [36] . A large peak was obtained for sp 3 bonded carbon (C-C) compared to sp 2 bonded one (C _ C). It denotes that CF 4 plasma treatment has enhanced the sp 3 fraction in the films. Because fluorine is a monovalent element and do not form double bonds, they compel carbon into a sp 3 bonded network [37] . Fluorine would be incorporated into the carbon network by breaking the C-H bond and substituting the H atoms. Sah et al. have observed by infrared spectroscopy that with increase in fluorine concentration in the RF plasma deposited a-C: H films, there is a significant reduction in C-H bonds accompanied by an increase in C-F bonds [38] . Fig. 5 (a) revealed significant amount of C-CF n and CF-CF n bonding on the surface. These bonding denote the formation of polymeric compounds (CF n ) x with CF 4 plasma treatment.
In the plasma state, CF 4 can dissociate in the following manner [39] :
The above equations show that the lower enthalpy value will favor the formation of CF 3 + radicals from CF 4 plasma. In the C 1s XPS spectra, the peak intensity and FWHM for CF 3 binding peak was higher compared to CF 2 binding peak. It denotes that the formation of CF 3 bonded network might have resulted from the CF 3 + radicals in the CF 4 plasma. The deconvoluted Si 2p spectrum (Fig. 5(b) ) was dominated by a broad peak for Si-C (Si 1+) bonding at 100.9 eV. Two small peaks at 102.3 and 103.7 eV are assigned to Si binding in Si 2 O 3 (Si 3+) and SiO 2 (Si 4+) respectively [30] [31] [32] . These two peaks have resulted from exposure of the samples to ambient air between film synthesis and XPS measurements. A very small peak at 99.1 eV was also observed for Si-Si (Si 0+) bonding. Another peak at 104.7 eV could not be identified. The F 1s spectrum (Fig. 5(c) ) consisted of a large and symmetric peak located at 687.9 eV which was attributed to CF n bondings [36] . The elemental composition in Table 1 showed that CF 4 plasma treatment have etched away a significant amount of carbon and silicon, whereas fluorine was incorporated in the films in high percentage by forming CF n network. The CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC films are also found to be less susceptible to air exposure as is evident from the small amount of oxygen on the film surface.
The N 2 plasma treatment also changed the surface bond characteristics of the Si-DLC films. The C 1s spectrum (Fig. 5  (d) ) was decomposed into seven components at 284.4, 285.2, 285.7, 286.8, 287.9, 289.7 and 292.8 eV. These peak values are attributed to C _ C, C-C, C _ N, C`N(C-O), C-N, CO bonded network and π-excitation respectively and are similar with other reports [29, 40, 41] . The spectrum showed that the peak intensity for sp 3 bonded carbon (C-C) has reduced significantly. It indicates that the surface structure has become more graphitized with nitrogen incorporation into the surface. Mansour and Ugolini have also observed that nitrogen incorporation in amorphous hydrogenated carbon films favors graphitization [42] . From He I UPS valence band spectra, they noted increase in area and width of the p − π density of states (DOS) with increasing nitrogen content which is in accordance with the increase in size of the graphite like island due to clustering of π states in the aromatic rings. The C 1s spectrum also revealed that nitrogen was preferentially bonded with carbon as sp 2 C _ N and sp C`N bonding compared to sp 3 C-N bonding. The binding energy peak of C`N bond is coincident with that of C-O bond which denotes that the peak at 286.8 eV has contribution of both C`N and C-O bonded network.
Si 2p spectrum (Fig. 5(e) ) was deconvoluted into four components at 100.9, 101.9, 103.5 and 105.8 eV. The first three peaks are related to the binding energies of Si-C (Si 1+), Si-N (Si 2+) and SiO 2 (Si 4+) bonded network respectively while the fourth peak could not be identified [30, 43] . The spectrum showed a large and symmetric peak of Si-N binding accompanied by two small peaks of Si-C and SiO 2 bonded network. It denotes that with nitrogen plasma treatment, nitrogen has substituted a considerable amount of carbon in Si-C bonds resulting in the formation of Si-N bonds. It indicates the stronger affinity of silicon towards nitrogen compared to carbon. Chen et al. has also observed higher affinity of silicon towards Si-N bonds than Si-C bonds in amorphous silicon carbon nitride thin films [44] . Deconvolution of N 1s spectrum (Fig. 5(f) ) showed the existence of four peaks at 397.3, 398.1, 399.0 and 399.7 eV. The peak at 397.3 eV are attributed to Si-N binding, while the peak position at 398.4, 399.1 and 400 eV are assigned to sp 3 C-N, sp 2 C`N and sp C-N bonded network respectively [30, 40, 41] . The N 1s spectrum also indicates that incorporated nitrogen was preferentially bonded with carbon as sp 2 C _ N and sp C`N compared to sp 3 C-N and Si-N bonding. The elemental composition of N 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films (Table 1) showed that there is significant reduction in carbon concentration coupled with an increase in silicon and nitrogen concentration with N 2 plasma treatment. It denotes that nitrogen plasma treatment seemed to substitute a considerable amount of carbon and resulted in the formation of C _ N, C`N, C-N and Si-N bonded network on the surface.
The XPS spectra of Si-DLC films after O 2 plasma treatment were shown in Fig. 5(g ), (h) and (i). The C 1s spectrum (Fig. 5  (g) ) was deconvoluted into five components at 284.4, 285.1, 286.6, 288.5 and 293.5 eV. These peak positions are assigned to the binding energy of C _ C, C-C, C-O, C _ O bonded network and π-excitation respectively [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 45] . The ratio of the C _ C to C-C bonds was similar to that of the untreated Si-DLC film shown in Fig. 4(a) . However, C _ O peak was enhanced by the O 2 plasma treatment. It must be also noted that the intensity of overall carbon peak was reduced by the plasma treatment while that of Si peak increased. The O 2 plasma has etched away a considerable amount of carbon, whereas the Si in the film accumulates on the surface in the oxide form during the plasma treatment. Consequently, there is significant rise in oxygen and silicon concentration on the surface as can be seen in Table 1 . Deconvolution of Si 2p spectra showed the existence of three peaks at 101, 102.4 and 103.1 eV (Fig. 5(h) ). These peaks corresponds to the Si binding energies in Si-C (Si 1+), Si 2 O 3 (Si 3+) and SiO 2 (Si 4+) respectively [28, 30] . The Si-C peak was also found to shift towards higher energy in this case. The Si 2p spectrum indicates that with O 2 plasma treatment, oxygen has substituted most of the carbon in Si-C bonded network leading to the formation of Si 2 O 3 and SiO 2 . The O 1s spectra ( Fig. 5(i) ) was deconvoluted into two components at 531.7 and 532.5 eV which was attributed to the binding energy of oxygen in C _ O and SiO 2 /C-O bonded network respectively [30, 45] . The XPS spectra denotes that oxygen was incorporated into the Si-DLC films partially as C _ O, C-O bonded network and the rest as SiO x like network. The peak position of SiO 2 bonding is coincident with that of C-O bond. So the peak at 532.5 eV has contribution of both SiO 2 and C-O bonded network. Table 2 summarized the chemical bonds and compounds present on the surfaces of Si-DLC and plasma treated Si-DLC films and their corresponding surface energies. Both chemical bonds and surface energy are not varied by the H 2 plasma treatment. Due to high electronegativity of fluorine, more energy will be required to take out an electron from the core level of fluorine. This results in high binding energy and stable covalent bond between carbon and fluorine. Though C-F bond is highly dipolar due to its large dipole moment, the net dipole moment of CF 3 , CF 2 and CF-CF bonding structures is very small due to geometrical structure. In addition, C-F bond is relatively nonpolarizable so that hydrogen bonding to C-F dipoles is not generally observed in polar solvents like water [46] . Consequently, incorporation of fluorine in carbon network reduced the polar component in the surface energy, which resulted in a hydrophobic surface. C-N and Si-N bonds are polar in nature with a difference in electronegativity of 0.5 and 1.2 Pauling units respectively [47] . The presence of C-N and Si-N bonds in the surface of N 2 plasma treated samples gives rise to higher polar component in its surface energy. The surface of O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films contains C-O and Si-O bonds both of which are highly polar with a difference in electronegativity of 1.0 and 1.7 Pauling unit respectively. This explained the high surface energy and hydrophilic nature of O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films. Some OH (Si-OH) groups are also expected to be present on the surfaces of O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films which might have contributed in increasing the polar component [48] . However, the OH groups are difficult to detect in the XPS spectra.
Interfacial tension with human blood
In modern clinical practice, there is a growing demand of biomaterials for various blood contacting applications. Hemocompatibility of a biomaterial is known to depend on its specific surface properties and its interaction in presence of blood [49] [50] [51] . Especially, interfacial tension between blood and biomaterials has been considered as one of the major physical properties that governs the hemocompatibility of the materials [51] . In human body, the interfacial tension between the blood plasma and the blood vessel wall or the cellular elements such as red blood cell is found to be in the order of 1-3 dyn/cm [51] . It has been indicated that if the interfacial tension between blood and biomaterial is in the same order of magnitude, hemocompatibility can be improved [51] . The blood/biomaterial interfacial tension can be determined by using the polar and dispersive components of total surface energy of human blood (phase 1) and the biomaterial surface (phase 2) according to the equation [49] :
where α 1 , α 2 and β 1 , β 2 are the square root of the dispersive and polar component of surface energies of human blood (phase 1) and biomaterial surfaces (phase 2) respectively (as defined in Eq. (9)). α and β values of human blood are 3.3 and 6.0 dyn 1/2 / cm 1/2 respectively [52] . Fig. 6 showed the blood/biomaterial Si-DLC C _ C, C-C, C-O, Si-C, Si 2 O 3 , SiO 2 70.1 ± 3.0 28.6 ± 5.2 11.1 ± 3.7 39.7 ± 8.9 Si-DLC (H 2 treated) C _ C, C-C, C-O, Si-C, Si 2 O 3 , SiO 2 42.1 ± 6.0 67.2 ± 1.8 29.9 ± 3.5 12.3 ± 2.5 Si-DLC (CF 4 treated) C _ C, C-C, C-CF n , CF-CF n , CF 2 , CF 3 , Si-C, Si 2 O 3 , SiO 2 CF n 92.1 ± 2. 6 29.9 ± 3.6 1.9 ± 1.1 31.8 ± 2.5 Si-DLC (N 2 treated) C _ C, C-C, C _ N, C`N, C-N, CO, Si-C, Si-N, SiO 2 42.7 ± 3.7 26.1 ± 3.2 30.3 ± 4.7 56.4 ± 1.7 Si-DLC (O 2 treated) C _ C, C-C, C-O, C _ O, Si-C, Si 2 O 3 , SiO 2 13. 
Conclusions
The surface modification of Si-DLC films by using plasma of various gases like N 2 , O 2 , H 2 and CF 4 has a significant effect on its surface energy and surface chemical bonds. The plasma treatment of the Si-DLC films resulted in a hydrophilic surface for N 2 and O 2 plasma treated surface and a hydrophobic surface for CF 4 plasma treated one. The surface wettability appears to be closely related to the polar component of the surface energy, which is governed by the polarizability of the surface chemical bonds. XPS studies revealed the presence of C _ N, C`N, C-N and Si-N bonds on the surface of N 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films, C _ O, C-O, SiO 2 and Si 2 O 3 bonded network on the surface of O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films and C-CF n , CF-CF n , CF 2 and CF 3 bonds on the surfaces of CF 4 plasma treated Si-DLC films. The interfacial tensions of the plasma treated samples with human blood revealed that the O 2 plasma treated Si-DLC films is as low as 2.6 dyn/cm, which would provide a surface with improved hemocompatibility.
